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Celebrate!

In our playgrounds we 
have tyres, boxes and a 

creative area. 



Quick reminder

No throwing

Stack no higher than your 
shoulders

Anything sharp –
let an adult 

know straight 
away!

Everyone can take 
them out

Everyone helps to 
tidy up

Tyres will be stored on the 
Y3/4 side of the 

playground.



CRATES!
Crates



Fun things to do with crates

Make 

boats!



Children’s Play Team 

The Children’s Play Team had fun testing out the new 
playground activities.

They listened to each other and worked together to built a structure just in a few minutes!



Use of Crates

Everybody has to tidy up at the 
end of play times.

Stack the crates

Put them near the tyres area in a 
tidy pile by the cricket board.

If we’re not listening to adults, 
then we won’t be able to play 

with them.

Who is going to 
be getting them 

out?

Who is going to 
be tidying them 

away?

Too many disputes means

they’ll be taken away.



Crates – agreed rules

Agreed 
rules:

Stack no higher than your knees

Look before you stack together

If jumping off, no higher than your knees

No throwing

No crates past the 

football pitch

Responsibilities:

Find anything sharp or broken = tell 
an adult straight away!

(Crates are always checked first.)

No jumping

When sitting in a moving crate, put some 

cardboard inside to protect clothes



We can play 
with the crates 

in these 
spaces:



Where do the 
crates go?

Stack the crates 
neatly behind 

the board



Playground reminders

No throwing

No climbing or hiding in 
the grit boxes.

No kicking balls 
about the 

playground

Football on the football     
pitch only

Tyres and crates no 
higher than shoulders

Everyone helps to 
tidy up

Keep the creative area tidy and 
pick up all papers and put 
game board pieces away



What’s next.....

Depending on how the crates and the tyres are 
looked after, 

we will be adding more items.



What do you think? 

Dear class teachers, please make some notes of the 

children’s thoughts and let us know!


